ENGLISH

ART & DESIGN/D.T

In Autumn 2, English lessons will continue to be delivered through the Read Write Inc phonics program.
The children are split into small groups for these lessons, and in these lessons the children will practice
their phonic sounds, spelling, handwriting and will
focus on a new story each week.

The children will be designing and making puppets,
which are toys of the past, based on design criteria
and using a range of tools to complete the task

PE
In indoor PE, the children will be
doing gymnastics where they will
learn to hold a range of balances.
This will enable them to build strength in their upper and lower
bodies. They will then put these balances into a sequence. In outdoor PE, we will continue to develop multi skills of passing, catching, control and spatial awareness.

GEOGRAPHY AND HISTORY

Year 2—Autumn 2
Music
We will continue to explore different sounds and
tunes and practising singing in groups, using melodies
with varying tempo and mood.

MATHS
In Autumn 2, the children will be using addition and subtraction strategies to solve problems. They will also work with
money, making totals, calculating change and solving practical
problems involving money. They will also work on multiplication and division strategies, and use arrays to solve problems.

Topic: Toys

In History, the children will learn about events within living
memory, and how they have changed the world we live in today.
This will help them to develop the concept of time. This will be
studied by looking at how children’s toys have changed over the
past few generations.

RE

ICT

In RE, the children will be
learning about special occasions and celebrations of
importance to different
faiths.

In Computing the children will be learning how to refine searches
using the search tool and to know how to share work electronically using the display boards. They will gain some knowledge and
understanding about sharing work on Purple Mash and the Internet. Then later on they will learn to create a table and block
graph.

SCIENCE
In Science, the children will be learning how to change
materials using the processes of bending, twisting,
squashing and stretching. We will explore how different
materials react to change, using skills of observation and performing simple tests. We
will also record our findings in an organised
manner.

